
RIED

ZIEREGG
SAUVIGNON BLANC

Vintage 2020

Grape Variety Sauvignon Blanc

Appellation Cru wine SüdsteiermarkDAC, STK® Grand Cru (GSTK®)

Terroir Coralline limestone & cambisol soil

Vinifi cation
After natural spontaneous fermentation 30 months in big neutral oak casks sur lie, 
bottled unfi ltered

Agriculture          Bio Organic AT-BIO-402

Vine age ø 35 years

Vineyard size 8.42 ha, about 42,900 vines

Slope gradient 40 – 50 %, very steep and rocky slopes

Exposure
On average 180° south, from early morning until late afternoon in the sun; 
completely open to the south and therefore characterized by cool winds

Sea level 350 - 490 m

Closure Glass cork (VinoLok)

Best time to drink 2025 - 2040+

Food recommendation Goes very well with vegetables, fi sh & chicken

Analytical data 13,5 % vol.    1,9 g/I RS dry    7,1 g/l tbS

Wine description

Our icon and historic part of Zieregg is just as complex as life itself. Fully ripe 
citrus fruit, some litchi, and black currant. Firm and mineralic. Fascinating from the 
very fi rst sip. Citric, salty, and indefi nitely long. Attractive when young, irresistible 
when aged.

Historic and original part of  our homebase.
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AUSTRIA

SLOVENIA

1    Zieregg

 1.1 Zieregg

 1.2 Zieregg Kår

 1.3 Zieregg Kapelle

 1.4 Zieregg Steilriegel

2    Ciringa

3    Grassnitzberg Riff

4    Wielitschberg

5    Sulz

6    Ottenberg

7    Rossberg K

8    Steinbach Fürst

9    Sernau König

10    Hochkittenberg

STK® Grand CruOVERVIEW SINGLE VINEYARDS

Berghausen
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AT-BIO-402
AT-Landwirtschaft

Bottle size Bouteille Magnum

Volume 750 ml 1500 ml

GTIN/EAN-CODE Bottle 9120010218910 9120010219368

Diameter / Height bottle 7,6 cm / 30,0 cm 10,2 cm / 34,5 cm

Full bottle weight 1370 g 2600 g

Packaging unit 1 case à 6 bottles 1 case à 3 bottles

GTIN/EAN-CODE Case 9120010218927 9120010219375

Case dimension L/W/H 30,5/24,3/15,9 cm 35,1/31,2/11,1 cm

Cases per palette 104 (624 bottles) 72 (216 bottles)

Cases per layer 13 (78 bottles) 8 (24 bottles)

Layers per pallet 8 9

The wine year 2020

The wine year 2020 started dry and sunny, with ideal conditions for pruning. 
The warm, humid spring required intensive work in the vineyards. Only in this way 
could we later aerate the grapes in the best way. The cool June was the month 
of flowering, followed by two more intense months in the vineyards. Every single 
grapevine was treated selectively and individually. Early September brought the 
perfect ripening in the vineyards so that we started the shortest harvest in Tement 
history on September 21, with over 150 helping hands. Now the firstclass qualities 
mature in the cellar, which are exceptionally clear, harmonious and structured.


